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At last?a sophisticated wardrobe guide for men from a respected authority, Details magazine,

offering head-to-toe advice for choosing the right look, the right fit, and the right style for every

situation, from boardroom pitches to casual Saturday nights.  Each month, Details magazine keeps

hundreds of thousands of men up-to-date on the most current trends and tips for looking sharp. Now

the editors of these award-winning pages give every man the wardrobe wisdom he needs in order to

reach both his professional and personal goals. Making sense out of the shifting protocols in

menswear, Details Men?s Style Manual offers a sleek lifeline, including: ? How to dress an item up

or down ? Full-color illustrations of dozens of outfits, with complete explanations of what works and

why ? A piece-by-piece evaluation of everything from button-down shirts and every type of jacket to

shoes, suits, ties, and more ? Commentary from icons of contemporary male style ? How to choose

the best clothes for your shape  A man?s wardrobe is one of his single most valuable assets,

conveying the image he presents to the world. Infusing style with eye-catching design, this

refreshing guide blows the dust off staid rulebooks and delivers a thoroughly contemporary,

individual look for each reader. Produced by the same team as the smash success The Lucky

Shopping Manual, Details Men?s Style Manual will be on the wish list of every man who?s ready for

a confident new sense of style.
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I remember picking this book up for the first time a few years back. The thing that stuck out was the



do's and don'ts illustrations, then the how to illustrations of what is practical for classic/conservative

wear anytime. Daniel Peres helps you feel comfortable about choosing your style: formal, informal,

casual, sporty, etc. What I love most about this book is its "illustrations!" It's a no brainer! All you

have to do is look through it and the work is practically done for you in choosing optimum men's

ensembles for any occasion. He also offers light hearted reading about himself and what he has

seen in the fashion industry. I recently was able to pick this book up for a reasonable price and for

me it was a must have. I have a library of fashion books, but for the practical, this is it!

As a young man I found recently I have become interested in putting more thought into what I wear

everyday. I will say that the Details Style Manual has solid information and some nice visuals.

However much of the information can be found for free on dozens of style blogs, the advice is not

ground-breaking and this information is generally agreed upon despite personal style. I would say

after a month and a half of reading blogs a little here and there I knew most of the information that

applied to me. By no means am I a style expert but I understand the basic concepts and why they

work.The Pros:The visuals are really clear, detailed, and informative.Makes for a good reference

book. Are you going to go buy a new sports coat? Flip through and see how it should fit and what to

look for quickly and easily.Quickly gets you up to speed on basic style for different

occasions.Covers most subjects from denim + a tee to formalwearTackles difficult to wear items

with 3 options increasingly more difficult to "pull off"Chapters are summed up with several looks

based around the chapters item with situations you would wear the outfitGenerally focuses on

timeless style rather than short-lived fashionThe Cons:Despite a forward saying that no one should

tell you what to wear the author goes on to make some pretty blunt statements, with little or no

explanation, implying that there are things you should always/never do. To support this they use

ridiculous pictures to drive their point. For example they say never to wear a leather bomber and

show one with garish lining and military inspired patches. I have a hard time understanding why a

simple brown leather one can't work with jeans and a tee/polo/sweater as longs it fits properly.Some

information is does not fit in with the timeless style theme of the book.If you take to heart the advice

this book will end up costing you a lot of money. Sure, I would love a few custom shirts, several

pairs of high quality dress shoes, high price suits(one of which is only appropriate for summer),

several coats, several pairs of tailored pants, etc... but for most folks my age, which this book feels

geared to, don't have that kind of money. You are better off deciding for yourself what items you will

get the most use out of and start there instead of following "every man should own ________".My

issue with this book is the price. If this book were around $10 I would wholeheartedly recommend it



for anyone looking to change how they dress or to have as a reference book on fit, patterns, and

styles of different items. However since the information really is easily available on plenty of men's

style blogs for free with little effort in searching I have a hard time really recommending this book.

As it has been said in many other reviews, if you are new to style this books has a lot of great

information, but if you already know the basics you can probably pass on this unless you want a

reference book.

I had been looking into updating my wardrobe from simple jeans and department store collared

shirts into something a bit more business. I ordered this book originally because the only book on

men's style I had, suggested me to shave with a knife and foam in a wooden bowl, and generally

wear a bespoke tux to everywhere. That was a bit too British and nigh enough ridiculous for my

ideal style, so I needed something with a bit more contemporary taste; an essential basic guide on

menswear for people who know what looks good but do not know how to get it.The book is

sectioned into different parts of the complete modern man's wardrobe; shirts, pants, blazers, ties,

suits, tuxes, jeans, casual shirts, sweaters, outerwear, underwear, shoes and accessories. It starts

off with a checklist of absolute musts every man should own and it doesn't please me to say that I

definitely did miss a few items on that list.Each section then goes over the basics, and hallmarks of

the perfect fit. Also covered are the different style and material options, and often the book dwelves

into assorted tips, a list of "don'ts", style tips from renown fashion bigshots, different ways you can

pull off the more daring variations (such as the denim jacket or white shoes) and buying tips. The

section that really sold it for me was the "Dress Up, Dress Down" - examples of complete

ensembles how you can wear the same overcoat or the same suit to three different occasions

without looking repetitious. Other reviewers here who seem to disparage this book for being too

basic must explain to me how this sense of accessorizing is supposed to be attained by magic. Or

how you're supposed to invent an outfit at crap o'clock in the morning with no light and eyes still

shut.I'm under no illusions this is the only volume you should own of men's style, or that if you're

going to own only one, this should be it; however, this book is definitely aimed for people like me -

straight out of school and all of a sudden I need to appear in a meeting with stone-faced investors

without giving them any clues. It went over some basics I already knew, but it definitely did give me

new theory, tips and pointers for my money's worth.Definitely a recommended choice for the right

target audience - to attain the basic theory, history and taste in clothing to expand into a signature

style in the future with the help of other more advanced titles and sheer experience.
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